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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is known that at least an essential part of two-particle inclusive ra
pidity correlations are pseudocorrelations due to wrong normalization of the 
probability density functions and the multiplicity dependence of kinematic 
spectra [1]. Having approximations of semi-inclusive (for fixed multiplicity) 
one-particle rapidity spectra of investigated particles and their multiplicity 
distributions assuming the absence of any kind of correlations, one can obtain 

. two- and many-particle rapidity spectra and look what part of the published 
experimentally investigated inclusive correlations the pseudocorrelations n1ake 
up. One can also compare experimental multiplicity distributions in rapidity 
intervals and intervals separated by empty gaps as \vell as forward-backward, 
right--left correlations etc. with the calculated ones assuming the absence oC 
semi-inclusive correlations. 

Of course, this method coincides (for good approximations) with the 
commonly used procedure of studying the interference of identical particles 
(e.g., [2]) when real events are compared with false ones consisting of random 
combinations of the investigated particles taken from different events (but with 
exactly the same multiplicity of these particles). By the way, no "extra'' cor
relations are usually observed in these precision measurements. 

In con1parison with all charged particles the investigation of negative 
ones in pp interactions is essentially more pure relative to "dynamie' rapidity 
correlations. The contribution of trivial correlations and background from: 

-decays of resonances and long-lived particles; Dalitz pairs and !-conversions; 
conservation laws of momentum (it can be compensated- by neutral and posi
tive particles as well) and charge (there is not only an even number of particles 
in the event); primary particles (leading particles always have an opposite ra
pidity sign in the c.m.s.) and their wrong mass identification (the ratio of 7r+ 

mesons to protons is appr. 3:1 even at Elab = 400 Gc V) is nmch smaller here. 
The spectra of negative particles at their fixed number are presented 

in some parts of papers [3-10) used here. The spectra of 7r- mesons (the 
admixture of [(- mesons was statistically subtracted) for a fixed number of 
negative particles are given in the other papers and the spectra of 1r- at a fixed 
nun1ber of 1r- in the third ones. However, after normalization of the spectra 
these data do not differ within the errors: the admixture of J(- is small, and 
their spectra are similar to those of 71"- since they are also "truly produced" 
particles. Therefore we are not going to distinguish between negative particles 
and rr- here. 



2. APPROXIMATION OF SEMI-INCLUSIVE SPECTRA 

Figure 1 presents the noma,Jized to unit one-par.ticle .semi-inclusive rapid

-ity distributions of negative particle~ (~r- mesort."') in pp interactions of various 

energies in events with a fixed ·nmltiplicity of. negative particles n [4,6,9] 

p~(y)"" _1_dun- Pn(Y) 
nan dy - -n-; 

00 J p~(y)dy = 1. 

-00 

( 1) 

The quantity p~(y)dy is the probability that one Jr-, randomly chosen 

from an event, with n 1r- rncsons (e.g., by ~neans of a random nurnher choosing 

the"- number), has rapidity y ± dy/2. 
The distributions are surely widened with increasing primary energy 

JS _(the m_ean en~rgy of particles increases)- and narrowed with increasing 

multiplicity (the energy per one particle rlecreases). The distributions with 

different ..jS and n but equal width could be different in shape,· but it i~ 

found to be the same --- scaling of semi-inclusive spectra [11 ]-. Therefore the 

two-pararr1ctric set of distributions for various ..jS and _n can be in principle 

described by the one-pararnctric function which par~ncter alrPady depends 

on energy and rrmltiplicity. 
The spectra in Fig.1 are approximated hy the,function: 

, 0;5 ( -(y- Y)2 -(y + Y)') 
p (y) = ~~ exp + exp--'~-;-~ 
" v2rrY 2Y 2Y 

(2) 

which is two identical Gaussians with dispersions fY
2 = Y shift~d by ±Y from 

the c.rn.s. The values_ of the parameter Y and x2 obtained by fitting these 

12 spectra arc presented in the figure. For all 48 spectra at 10 energies [:l-
10] "Ex2/Bn.d.f. = 654/547. To calculate x', only the statistical errors of 

experimental points were used. This ratio equals 486/463 without 12 GeV /c 
points having very small statistical errors ( 175000 events, Fi~.1 _). 

The _pararncters Y obtained at fitting the spectn\- arc .shown in Fig_.2 on 

the left vr;rsus ln( ..fii/ fo). As seen, the groups of poiirts corresponding to 

different multiplicities lie on ouc line for all energies, i-.e. the shape of rapidity 

spectrurn depends onl.Y on the ratio fi/ .j1i [11]. This experimental result was 

found to be intermediate between two .extreme possible ones: 

a) the multiplicity of 11- is proportional to the inelasticity coefficicnl for 

11- (EE1r- / JR_), then Y \":<mld depeucl only on /S1 i.e. the t:~pedrum would he 

independent of Imlltiplicity; 
b) the· rnultiplicity docs uot depend on the inclat:~ticity coefficient, tbeu 

Y would be dependent only on .fiifn. 
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The nuvr in the figure is 

l. = z- zo.u7 + 0.3~. where l = ln( .fii/ ,fii). (3) 

Figures 3 a.nd 4 depict the spectra for other enPrgies [3,4.8,9] iu logarithmic 
scale. The curves arc ohtainerl by formulae (2) and (3). 

On the right.-hc.tud side of Fig.2 onf' can see that- the mean energy and 

lUcan tn1nsverse mornent.mn of 7r- mesons [3,6,8,10,12,13J also dPpeud only 

on t.lw ratio .9/n. This allows us to assum(• that the total douhlP-diffPreutial 

one-particle spcctnuu of 1r- i-u s<·mi-indusivp- pp interactions also depPnd.s oul~
ou sjn. Sud~ a behaviour of the spectra already gjV<_•s some <-·vidc·uce for uou
correlated, statistical character of 71'- production fOr t.lwse <'IH-'rgies. 

· 3. APPROXIMATIONS OF MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

The umltiplicity distributions of uegat.in· p-art.idL•s ill])}' iut.<'ra.ct.ious (I~,) 
from threshold <-'Uergy (~ab "-'1.2 GeV/c) and at. least. np to ISR PIH-•rgies (:WOO 
Ge V /c) obey I\N 0 scaling [l.f], more Pxact.ly it-s accurate realizat.iou [13: 16]. 

which, in coutradictiou to original a.sympt.otic foruml<-H-' [14], a.greps witl1 t-he 
condition L~o P,~ = 1 : 

n+l 

P,, =./ P(m)dm; 

" 

1 ( Ill ) P(m.) =--IJi -- : 
<m> <111> 

LX 

<m>=./mP(m)dm. (~) 
0 

lJi ( z) is au energy-independent universal fmwtion nonna.lin-'d by the condi tious 
arising from ( 'l): 

'Xl •X' 

./IJi(o)d.: = ./~IJi(:)d: = 1. (0) 

u u 

As a mliversa.l function W, we nscd [1 G,IG] 

IJi(z) = a(z + O.H)c:~:1' (-It(:+ 0.1~)'). ( (i) 

where a and lJ obti_tiued fromuonua.lizat.iou_couditious (G) an· cqual1o 1.:2:jJ 
and 0.618, respe<:t.ivel_y. 

The dcpcucl<>ncc ou the primar.v <'JH-'rp;y of t.lw paraJud{'r < 111 >. "·hi I'll 
is a .seal<-' ( liu<-'a.r) cha.nH"t.erist.ic of t lw qwt.uti 1-.. v of prod tH-ed iT-- frotll 1" lw 

threshold of 7f- production awl at. least. to 400 G<'V/c is well de . ..,nilwd l1y tltc 
ouc-paranwt.ric functioll [lGJ 

<m>= 0.81(,;;;- 2;111,):1/1( ,;;;J- 11'. (I) 

:1 



where .A1p (proton mass) aud Js are expressed iu GcV. In the Penni thcr~ 
modynamic n1odcl the mnltiplicity of 7r mesons in pp interactions at 10-71000 
GcV/c should be proportional to this expression (17]. 

The negative binmnial distribution 

P, = (n + k- 1)! (___!~:____)"(~)' 
tl Iff ~,, ii+k ii+k 

(8) 

\vith parax11etcrs fi and k presented by the authors was also u~ed to describe 
the experimeut~tl data including only a •~non-single-diffractive" ( NSD) suh
cnsetnble of events. 

4. INDEPENDENT PARTICLES PRODUCTION 

The probability density that one n-, randomly chosen frmn au event \Vith 
n 1r- mesons,- has rapidity 'Yl is equal to 

~ 

1 dan. '( )---, 
Pn ?Jl = nan d!/1 

.I p'.(yt)dy, = 1. 

-00 

(9) 

The probability density that 2 random 7r-, successively chosen from an 
event with n 1r- ·mesons (n ;::: 2), have respCctively YI and Y'2 (the second 7r

is chosen from then- 1 remaining ones) equals [1]: 
, 1 d2a11 

p.(y,,y,) = ( 1) -d l ; '. n n- an YtCY2 
./ Pn(Yh Y2)dy,dy·l = 1. (10) 

Yl ,Y2 

The probability density that i random 7f- mesons, successively chosen from 
an event with n 1r- (n 2: i), have respectively Yt, Y2· .. Yi (each following 7r

meson is chosen frorn the lesser number of rernaining ones) is written as 

P~J Yh Y2 · · · yi) --,----,,---_:::_~- ; Pn Yt, Y2 · · · Yi Yl dy2 · · · dyi = 1. 
(n- 'i)' d'a,. I , ( )d 

n! an dytd:t/2 ... dyi . 
!I 

(11) 
If the pairs of 1r- mesons a·re uncorrelated, i.e. if the spectnun p~ (y2 ) 

of other 1r- in the sub~ ensemble of events, wheTe theTe is a rr- with YI, is the 
same as in the total ensemble, then the compound probability density is eq1.wl 
to the pmdnct of elem.entary ones (e.g., [18]): 

p;,(yt, y,) = p;.(y,)p;.(y,). (12) 

The many-particle probability is factorized in the same way: if all 7r are 
produced independently. the compound probability is equal to the product of 
elementary ones: 

p;,(y" !12 ... y;) = p:.(y,)p~(y,) ... p~(y;). 

1 

(13) 

' 
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The correlation function is the distinction of the compound probability 
from the product of elementary ones. The two-particle correlation function is: 

c;, = P~(y,, m)- P~(yt)p:Jy,); .I C~dy1 dy2 = o (14) 
YI,Y2 

or R~ = p;,(y,, y2)j p',.(y,)p;,(y2 )- 1 (15) 
(try to usc the nwst conventional designations). If 1r- mesons are independent, 
the correlation function equals :tero for all Yl, Y2· 

It can be averaged over n (Pn is the probability of an event with n 1r-): 

00 00 

c;, = L P,,c;, = L Pn (rln(Yh y,) - p~(yt)p;,(Y2)). (16) 
n=2 n=2 

It can be also averaged with a weight, e.g. n(n- 1)/ < n(n- 1) >, i.e._ 
proportionally to statistics (the number of 1r- pairs) at a given n. By the way, 
in this case the lower lin1it of summation is autornaticafly set to be 2. 

Multiplicity n i-n these fonnnlae conceTns just the paTticles which co·r'Te
lations are being i-rwestigated. If an ensemble of e-vent:; is selected from the 
total one according to sontc criteria {the pTesence of a strange pa1·ticle, lack of 
dijfTaction) or the phase volume joT 1r- is somehow limited, then all quantities: 
n, Pr11 CTn, p~(IJt), rJ,.JYt, Y2) conceTn jw;t this ensemble oT volume. 

These forrnulae correspond to the procedure of studying correlations 
when the two-particle spectrum is compared with that of pairs of particles 
where cad1 particle is randomly chosen frorn different events (but with the 
same multiplicity of these particles). 

5. TWO-PARTICLE CORRELATIONS 

Other correlation functions are often used. 
1. The semi-inclusive correlation function constructed from the one- and 

two-particle rnultiplicity densities in events with multiplicity n reads 

( ) 1 du, , ( ) Pn Yl ::::::: --d = npn Yl ; 
an Yl 

( ) _ 1 d
2
u, ( ) , ( ) PnYI,Y2 =--d d =nn-1PnYl,Y2i 

an Yt Y2 

C'n = Pn(Yh Y2)- Pn(Yt)Pn(Y2) ; 

5 

./ p,(y,)dy1 = n; (17) 
y, 

./ p,(y~,y,)dy,,dy, = n(n -1). 
Y1 ,y2 

./ C.dy,dy, = -n. (18) 
Yt,Y2 



Under ho conditions the function Cn can be equal to 0 at all Yt and !h sine(' 
its integral is not 0. The first and second terms in (18) are normalized to a 
different number of 7r- pairs. The product of one-particle distributions in this 
correlation f1,1ncti-on is the "model':' of two-particle distributiOn with "cnt off' 
correlations, but this rnodel does not take into account that in a real event 
the second particle_ is chosen- already from n - 1 particle and not. from n as 
the first one. Of course, when particles of different types are plotted on the YI 

·and Y2 axes, such rnisunderstanding doeB not arise (e.g., we do not change the 
rnultiplicity of negative particles taking a positive particle out of tlte event). 

The function Cn averaged over n is 

00 00 

c,h = L P,C, = L nP, ( (n- 1)p~(yl, y,)- np:,(yJ)p',(y,)); 
n=l n=l 

J C,hdy1dY2 =- <n> ( 19) 
y 

(making summation, from n = 2 the integral is equal to P1- <n>). 
2. The inclusive correlation function constructed frmn the multiplicity 

clemdties averaged over all events is: 
00 

() 1da ~ '( P Y1 = -d = L.., nP,p, Y1); 
O"in - Yl n=l 

J p(y1)dy, =<n>; 
-00 

1 d2a ~ , p(y1,y,) = --d 
1 

= L..,n(n -1)P,p,(YhY2); 
ain Y1r;Y2 n=:2 

J p(yhy,)dyAq, =<n(n- 1)>; 
y 

C = p(YJ, y,)- P(YJ)p(y,); J Cdy1dy2 =<n(n- 1)>- <n>
2

. 

!11>!12 

(20) 

(21) 

If the events with n = 1 are not used, the first integral in (20) eqna1s <n> - P1 
and the integral in (21) <n( n - 1 )> -( <n> -P,)

2
. 

The two-particle distribution and the product of onc-p<J.rtick ones have 
different norrnali:z,ations here too. However, at nncorrclated particle pro
duction and the n independence of p~Jy) and p~Jy1 , Y2) the function C (in 
contrast to C

11
) might be eq1~al to 0 for the multiplicity dit)trihution with 

<n(n- l)>=<n>2 (e.g., Poi,sson). In this case the excess of Jr- pairs in 
the product of one-particle spectra (as compared to two-particle ones with 
the sa.me mnltiplicity) is precisely '~compcnsatecP' by another incorrcdiJcss 
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different avcragiug of thcsP spcct.ra over the ensemble of events ( scf' also sect. 
8). Tlw bvo-partide spe('trum C contains a greater '"percent" of eveuts with 
larger umltiplicit.y. The weight of <~VPuts with mult.iplicit.y n iu it is propor
tional to n(n- 1)/ <n(n- 1)> aud n'!./ <n>'l in tlw product of OllP-partidC' 
spectra. ~~or example, t.hc first one does uot. coutaiu cveut.s with n = 1 at all. 

3. The fnnctiou constructed from the nonualized (ou the av(--'ragc) mul~ 
tiplicit;y drusit.i('s 

1 I 1 •X 

t!(··· ) = "' - 'L. ·' 1 . --· nP' <11.> O"in d.IJJ <n> nf'n(Yt ); 
n==-l 

'(· . ) ' '"" <n(n-1JrUYl.l/2l> (. (! '11·'12 = - 22) · · · <n(n.-1)> a;, dy,dy2 <n(n- 1)> 

/ r!(y,)dy, = l: / 1/(y,.y,)dy,dy, = 1: 
Y1 y 

c' = r/(y,.y,)- r/(uJ)r/(y,): / C'dy 1d.t;, = 0. (23) 

.1/J . .IJ".! 

could be cqnal to 0 for all y1 and .11'2 iu t.hc cas(' of mH·orrelated particle pro
duction if tile prohahilit.y density fnndious did not depend ou mnlt.iplicity. 
For the spectra depencliug Oil H this hmct.ioll dcspit.<' its Honwtliz<lt.ion (on the 
a.vera.g<-') contains tlw .same cntubinat.orial pscndocorrdatiou as C. 

Fignrc 5 prcsent.s these fmH'tioHs (u1on' exactly. t.ltcir s('ct.ious at y 1 =0) 
for 250 GcV /c [19]. The C <Uld C' dat.a <ll'<' obtained from Pi' iHtl'rad.iou.'>. 
t.lH' points C.,h and c.:.11 from rr+p a.ud h" t·p, hnt., .indg;iug: from t.hc data of [l~J]. 
they should he similar to pp. TlH' cnn·t's ill Oic fignrl's arc obt.aiucd as.'inmiu~ 
the a.bsPuce of corrf'la.tious ( 12) hy approxiwa tions ( 2). ( :3) for f';! ( .11) and {--1_). 
(G), (7) for P,1 • To obtain tlll'sc correlation fnlldiou,'i. t.h<' ('\'('nts ,,.i!h 1 iT-

were also ns<-'d in [10]. So, \vhcn smnmiu~ np. lw~irmin~ with 11 

th<' followiup; for the curves from (12) awl (1G). (1 1)) (2:l): 

c = ~ nP,,p:,(!/2) (co- 1 )p:,(o)-~ oi',(I:,(o)) 

ex' 

C'- ,_~ · - <n(n- l)> L.., o(n -l)J',p;,(o)r':,(y,)-

'X! 

Il-l 

--
1
-.) f nPur>:,(O) f nPufJ;1 (lJ:~): <n>~ 

/1----: l 11--1 

C,~h =- L nrllfl:I(O)e:l(y._,_): 
11--=l 

' 

= I 1\"t' get 

(?II 

(2;)) 

(2G) 



c;, = -Pip'1(0)p'ly,). (27) 

The first term in c;. (16) at II = 1 in [19] is assumed to be eqm,l to 

0. The pseudocorrelation (curve) for C.~lt is obtained onl,Y due to the second 

term at n = 1 ·which is compensated by nothing. For positive particles it. is 

out because their multiplicity in pp, l\"+p and 1r+p interactions is always larger 

than 1. A significant difference of the cnrvC from the experimental points in 

Fig.5 is observed only for C~h· Perh<tps, this is a true correlation (e.g., n

intcrference) althoug'l1 it is not seen for positive particles either. 

The pseudoconelatiun in Csh is obtained because of difl:'crent nonual

ization of the one- and two-particle spectra: the firl'it term in ( 19) is always 

s1naller than the second one. 

The pseudocorrelation inC' is due to different averaging of these spectra 

over the ensernble of events: in the first term of C' (23) the weig·ht of events 

with larger multiplicity (o: n(n - 1)/ < n(n- 1) >) is bigger than in the 

second one· (ex n2 j <n>2 ). The width of the rapidity spectrum deerc<J.ses with 

increasing multiplicity1 so the first term inC' is a narrower and higher function 

than the second one, and their difference is seen in the fignrc. 

The function C combines both previous pseudocorrdatious. 

The correlation function R at Yl =0 (the function ~c normalized to one

particle densities) for different primary energies is presented in Fig.6 [5 1 20 -27] 

R"'Gin d'ujdy,dy, _ 1 = j=;:"- 1 n(n-1)P;:(Jn(YI,Y2) -1. (28) 

(dujdy!)(dujdy,) Ln=I nP,,p:,(Yl) Ln=l nP,,p:,(Y2) 

Of course, the pseudocorrclations in R are the same ·as in C. The curves <-J.rc 

also obtained assurning; the independence of produced 7r- (12): 

R = 2..::;:"-I n(n- 1)r,,p;,(O)p;,(y,) - 1. (29) 

2::: 1 nPnP~JO) L:1 nPnP:l(Y'l) 

6. MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN RAPIDITY 

INTERVALS 

The probability that one 7r- randomly chosen fr·otn an event with N 7r

falls within a given interval y is equal to (see (9)): 

Yma~ 

]J = J p'r,(y )dy (30) 

Ymin 

(p depends on N). If all 7f- are independent (13), the probability for each 

next 1f- chosen from the same event to fall within this interval is the san1e. 
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Then the probability that exactly n "- from the event with N 7f- fall within 

this interval is [18]: 

P. ( N) "( . )N-n N! "(1 )N~n 
"IN= n }J 

1 - f! = n!(N- n)! p - ]J (31) 

(hinon1ia1 distribution). The probability that exactly n 1r- fron1 a random 

event fall within this interval (averaging over JV) is 

oo JVI 
P,, = L PNPniN =LPN I(N ~ )I p"(1- p)N-n, (32) 

n. n. 
N N=O . 

where PN is the probability that the total multiplicity of 7f- in an event is N. 

Figure 7 presents· the comparison of the nmltiplicity distributions of 7r

inside different rapidity intervals from pape>·s [28,29] with the points calculated 

by this formula (the points are connected by straight lines). The experimental 

data arc taken from 1r+p interactions, but, according to the author's statc

Inents, they coincide with pp in these rapidity intervals., Only "non-single

diffractive" (NSD) events selected from the total ensemble according to some 

criteria decreasing the number of events with small multiplicity were used in 

these papers. The results of fitting the total multiplicity distribution of".- hy 

negative binomial distribution (8) are only presented there. This distribution 

was used to obtain PN in (32) with the parameters fi = 3.47 and 1/k = 0.013 

presented in [29]. It was also assumed that the spectrum of 7r- in the events 

·with multiplicity 1 and2 (after excluding a part of them according to the NSD 

criteria) continued to be described hy approximation (2), (3). 

Figure 8 depicts the means and dispersions of the multiplicity distribu

tions of 7f- in ]J]J interactions at 200 and 250 GeV /c [29,30] inside the given ra

pidity intervals, nonsymmetrical and symmetrical, relative to the c.m.s. Only 

NSD events were also used here, and the results arc only given as the fit pa

rameters of the distributions by the negative binornial one. The points in Fig.8 

arc obtained frorn these parameters by the formulae which arc valid if the data 

are precisely described by this distribution [29,30]: 

<n>"' L nP, = n; D = v <n2> - <n> 2 = vn + n' jk. (33) 

" 
The curves in Fig.8 can he obtained directly from (32), but the calcu

lations can be somewhat reduced. The mean and the mean square of the 7r

multiplicity distribution within a given rapidity interval for the events with IV 

7r-, i.e. the mean and the mean square of the binon1ial distribution (31), are 

equal to [18]: 

<n>N= L nPniN = Np; <n'>N"' L n 2 PniN = Np(1- ]J + Np). (34) 
n n 

9 



These quantities can be averaged over N in vie\v of their· linearity relative to 

PniN' 

<n>= LnP,, = L" LPNP,,IN =LPN LnP,,IN = LPv <n>N; 
n n N N n N 

<n2>~ L n 2 
Pn = L L n2 PNPniN =LPN <n2> N 

n n N N 

(Dis obtained from these equalities according to (33)). 

7. MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE INTERVAL 
SEPARATED BY EMPTY GAPS 

(35) 

Figure 9 presents the characteristics of the mu-ltiplicity distributions for 

1r+p--> N1r- 250 GeV fc in the rapidityintervallvl < Yc in the sub-ensemble of 

events where none of 7r- fallS within the adjacent rapidity intervals .Yc < I vi < 
YE [31]. Here the points are also calculated from the fit parameters according 

to (33). They arc also rather well described by the curves, i.e. independent 
1r- emission; true, the calculation was ·made using the same approximation.s 
for pp _, N1r-. 

The probability that one 7r- randomly cho~en from an event with IV 7r

falls within the interval IYI < Yc (or Yc < IYI < YE) is: 

Yc 

Pc = 2./ r/,v(y)dy; 
0 

YF: 

PE = 2 .I p',y(y)dy. (36) 

Yc 

If all 1r- are independent, the probability of an event with IV 1r- none of which 

falls within the forbidden intervals is equal to PN(l - PE)N where PN is the 

total probability of the event with N "-. 
Let us comiider only that the snb-enscrnble of events where none of 7r

falls within the interval Yc < IYI < YE· The total nmltiplicity distribution of 
1r- mesons, JV, in this sub-ensemble is: 

PN(l- PE)N · 
I N) 

PN = LN PN(l PE) 
.LP~=l. 

N 

(37) 

The probability to fall within the <~entral interval for each of 7f- from an event 

with N K- entering into our sub-en~emble equals 

IJ = Pc/(1 -p") (38) 

(p t:lepends on j\f). The 1nean awl the _rnean square of the. nmnber of 1r m 

the central interval for events with N K- entering into our sub-cwwmhle arc 
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calculated in the saniC 'vay as iu ( 34) (binomial distribution). A vera.giug tlwm 
over IV as in ( 3.5), we get 

<rt>= L P;viVp; 
N 

<H
2>= L P;yi\'p( 1 - p + Np). 

N 

8. FORWARD-BACKWARD AND RIGHT-LEFT 
CORRELATIONS 

(39) 

Except. ·'tnH-'t corrda.tious aud the multiplicit..v dqwudcnn-· of the t~pcc

t.ra, the dcp<-'nckucc of the mean umlt.iplicit.y of Jr- mesons. < l(r) >. iu <1 

rapidity interval L- (left) on multiplicit)' r in a. uou-on'rlap}Jinp; wit.h it. iut.erval 

R (right) is determined hy bvo other trivial reasons. Sel<'cting <-'vents wi t.h large 

r, we select events \Vith larg:l' totalmult.iplicity j\l, and so \Ve iucrcas<-' <l(r)>. 

On the other hand! selecting large 1· at. fixecl1V, 'iV<-' dccrPasc <l(r)>. So at. 

a very narrow multiplicity distrilmtio11 tllis '·correlation'' is IH-'g-at.in• and tlt <1 

very wide one it is positive. In th<• ca::;<-' of tltc umhiplicit-y distribution with 

D 2 =<JV> (e.g., Poisson), tlH:'S(' contrary teudt-'llCi<-'S are precis<->!.'· compen

sated as well as for the correlation funct.ion C wllich is just· tlH-' characteristic 

of multiplicity correlations and not probability cmTdations. 

Fignrc 10 gives tlH' pa.ranH-'ters a aud b of a linear approxinwt.io11 

<l("r)>= n. + lir ( 40) 

versus iutervallin1its for }Jj) t-;SD iut.nact·.iou.-.; at. 250 GcV/c [32]. TIH' kft

hand side of the figure is for cqnal and s.vnmiPtrical (n=•lati-vc to th<' c.nLs) 

intervals (forward-backward corrt"latiou, lltl :::: 1: n F:::: r) limit.l·d from ilhovc: 

0 < IYI < !Jr:ul and from hehn.v: Yr·1!1 < IYI < LX:) as a. fnud-iou ·of lJ,.ul· Tlw 

right-hand side is for the case 'ivh<·n th<' l<•ft. iut.l'rva.l is !fo- 1 < y < .1/u alld tlu· 

right one is Yo < y < !Jo + 1 V('rsns Yo (riglH--kft conda.t-iotL n t. :::::::; 1: 11 h':::::::; ,. ). 

If tlH-~S(~ correlations arc pn~cisr>ly d<-'scri h<'d h.v a lill<'a.r fi 1. { -lO). t h<'IL the 
parmnct.ers are· L'qnal to [32]: 

<lr>- <i><r> 
I!= . . 

<r2>- <r> 2 ' 
a =<I> -I> <r> (·ll I 

since(/~. it~ the probability that <'Xactly r lf-.. - falls into R): 

<I>= L P,. <l(r)>= L [~.(11 + lw) = 11 +I> <r>: (-!2) 

<lr>= L ![~ <l(r)>= L rf',.(a + hr) =a <r> +h <r'> ( 4.1) 

II 



The nmnerator of the correlation pa.rameter /) in ( 41) is thf' integral from th<-' 

correlation funct.iou C over Yt and Y2 in rectangle L X R. 
The probabilit_y that one 7r- randomly chosen from the event 'vith IV lr

falls within the interval R (L) is 

Pn = ./ r/v(u)dy; 

R 

PL = / fJ:v(!J)rly 

L 

(44) 

(these prohabilitieR depend on ]\l). If n- mesons are not correlated, the prob

ability that exactly T 7f- and exactly l n- from au event with ]\l Jr- f<lll in R 

and L respectively is equal to (trinomial distribution [18]): 

JV! r 1 iV -r·-1 
~·,liN= _r, t ;,.r 111 Pu.PL (1 - Pn- pL) (45) 

The mean values of the first and second moments of this distdhution are 

, ( <r>N= Npn; <1· >N= Npn(1- p11 + Npn); <d>N= PnPLN N- 1). 

They can be averaged over IV as in (35) due to their linearity relative to Pr.IIN: 

<r>= L PNiVpu; 
N 

<r'>= L PNNPH(1- PR + NpR); 
N 

<l>= LPNNPI.; 
N 

<rl>~ L rNl'R!hN(N- 1). 
N 

(46) 

The curves corresponding· to independent 7f- emission in Fig.lO arc ob

tained by formulae ( 41), ( 46), i.e. assuming a precise linear dependence ( 40). 

It is also assurned that PN is deE:~cribed by negative binomial distribution (8) 

with the parmneters obtained from a and b for unlirnitecl-symmetric intervals 

0 < IYI < 00 [32]: 

1i = 2a/(1- b)= 3.63: 1/k = b/a = 0.011. ( 4 7) 

The second equality is valid only in the case of lack of correlations. 

For forward-backward corrclatiom; for lmlimited intervals the formulae 

arc essentially sirnplified, the probabilities PR = lh = 0.5 do not depend on 

multiplicity (need for spectra approximations disappears), and from (41), (46) 

it follows [33]: 

o =<N>' /(D2+ <N> ); b = (D'- <N> )/(D2+ <N> ), (48) 

where <IV> and D are the _mean and the dispersion of the total multiplicity 

distribntion. It has been shown [33] that these conelations for a variety of 

12 

;~ 

J 

): 1 

j 

reactions agree with the assumption of independent particle production (see 

also [34]). 
It is cleaT that for independent JT- emission in pp interactions their 

forward ·backward correlations for total intervals aTe the sarne as up--down 

corTclations {perpendicular to the reaction axis} or in any other direction in 

the c. rn.s. For all charged particles it is of course not so: both leading· protons 

can have a transverse momenturn up, but they are both practically unable to 

emit forward in the c.rn.s. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

The rnain features of multiple n- production in pp interactions at Elab at 

least to 400 GeV arc rather well described within the framework of indepen

dent 1r- emission \vithout any additional assumptions of correlations, clustcr.s, 

clans, jets and so on. To describe the rapidity two- and many-par-ticle cor

relations considered here, it is enough to know the 1nultiplicity distributions 

of negative particles (practically 7f- mesons) and their one-particle spectra 

for each rnultiplicity. Numerous models, which describe badly correlations 

(pseudocorrelations) in the cited paPers, evidently describe merely badly even 

multiplicity distributions and one-particle spectra. 

Sirnplicity of the description obtained here is surely connected with pu

rity of the used 1na.terial: n- productiOn in pp interactions. Of course, it is 

impossible to describe the mixture of all charged particles so simply even if 

clue to a great nurnber of trivial correlations enumerated in the introcluction. 

The researchers of correlations for some reason do not often u~:>e the 

simple and reliable method allowing one to check whether a given correlation 

exists, i.e. whether two- or many-particle probability differs from the product 

of one-particle ones. In other words, whether these correlations differ in a real 

event and in a false one constructed from the investigated particles randornly 

chosen from different events but with the same multiplicity of the8e po:rticles. 

Of courser correlations which arc due to processes with very snmll cross 

sections, e.g. JT- interferencc
1 

are not seen within the errors against the back

ground of the general picture considered here. But it is possible that an excess 

of the positions of the points over the curve for most cxpcrirncnts in Fig.6 at 

Y2 = 0 and for C~h in Fig.5 arises from this phenomenon. The origin of 7r

correlations verHus the rapidity difference Yl - y, from papers [1] and [35] is 

possibly due to it as well. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. The author is grateful to S.A. Khorozov for 
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roJIOXBaCTOB A.Jil. E2-94-27 
YIHK.n:ID3HBHhle 6.blcTpoTHhiC KoppeJISIU.HH n- -MCJOHOB 

B pp-B33HMO,U:CikTBH~X 

flpHBC.ll;CHa IIpDCT3SI O.Jl:HOIIapaMCTpH4CCK3SI arrrrpOKCHMaii,HSI OJl.HOl!3CTHlJ

HbiX ITOJIYHHKJI103HBHhiX 6biCTpOTHbiX pacnpC,U.CJICHHfi OTpHIJ;aTt~JibHhiX l.JaCTHIJ; 

(Jr- -MC30HOB) B pp-B33HMO.!:U~tiCTBH51X npH pa3HbiX MHO)KCCTBCHHOCTSIX B 

HCCJIC/IOBaHHOH o6JiaCTH nepBH'lHhlX HMllYJibCOB 6,6+400 r3B/ c. B npe/IITOJIO
)KCHHH 06 OTCYTCTBHH KaKHX-JIH6o KOppCJHIIJ.Hft B IIOJIYHHKJII03HBHbiX C06hlTH

SJX JIOJIYllCHO xopomee OIIHC3HHC 3KCIICpHMCHTaJlbHhiX .n,:aHHbiX ITO .U:BYXlla
CTH'!HhiM HHKJII03HBHhiM 6&ICTp0THbiM KOppCJHIIJ;H51M (IICCB,U:OKOppeJISII.J;H5J.M) 

Jr-, IIpoHCXOJ(SIIII;HM H3 HCIIp3BIUibHOH HOpMHpOBKH Q>yHKI.J;Hii IIJIOTHOCTH BCpo

SITHOCTH H 33BHCHMOCTH KHHCM3TH'ICCKHX CIICKTpOB OT MHO)KCCTBCHHOCTH. 

L{aHHhlC IIO KOppCJISILI,IBIM Brrepe.[{-H33a)I,, BnpaBO-BJICBO II pacnpe,QeJICHHJIM ITO 

MHO)KCCTBCHHOCTH B 6hlCTpOTHbiX HHTCpBa.TiaX H HHTCpB3JiaX, OT)I,CJICHHhiX rry

CTbiMli rrpOMC)KYTK3MI1, TaK)[(C HC npOTHBOpCLiaT HC3aBHCHMOMY pOXJI.CHHIO 

Jr -MC30HOB. 

Pa6oTa BbiiTOJIHeHa s Jia6opaTOpin1 BbiCOKHX aHep:rn:U: OI1..5H1. 

llpenpmn Ofu.CJ1HHCHHotu HHCTmym }IJICpHt.tx HCCJJC)l,OBauwM. Hy6Ha, 1994 
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Inclusive Rapidity Correlations of n- Mesons 
in pp-lnteractions 

E2-94-27 

The simple single-parameter approximation of one-particle semi-inclusive 

rapidity distributions of negative particles (n- mesons) in pp interactions at 
various multiplicities over the investigated range of primary momenta 
6.6+400 GeV /cis presented. Assuming the lack of any kind of correlations in 
semi-inclusive events, a good description of experimental data on two-particle 

inclusive rapidity correlatiOns (pseudocorrclations), which are due to wrong 
normalization of the probability density functions and the multiplicity depend
ence of kinematic spectra, is obtained. Data on forward-backward, right-left 
correlations and multiplicity distributions in rapidity intervals and intervals 

separated by empty gaps do not contradict independent n- production either. 
The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 

JJNR. 
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